NOTICE
DISPOSAL OF HELENA FIRE DEBRIS

November 1, 2017

Trinity County is aware that multiple properties impacted by the Helena fire are ineligible for the State Cleanup program. County staff has been investigating available options to provide safe and cost effective disposal options for the ineligible debris, including removal of burned vehicles and hazard trees on private property. The County anticipates that a location in Junction City may be opened for disposal of fire debris, and a plan is in development to accommodate disposal of certain types of debris. Additional details are estimated to be available by Mid-November, 2017.

To assist in the planning process, it would be helpful to know how much and what types of fire debris to expect. Interested Persons are encouraged to call the Trinity County Department of Transportation in order to provide information, and so that we can add you to a contact list. Trinity County DOT can be contacted at (530) 623-1365.